
 
United State v. Stephen M. Kerr and Michael Quiel, Defendants, Dist. of Arizona, CR 11-
2385-PHX-JAT 
Brief for the Prosecution, (original title: “129607564-TRIAL-BRIEF-by-USA-as-to-Stephen-M-
Kerr-Michael-Quiel.pdf”) 
 
The public document formerly archived here, the Government's Trial Brief in the FBAR and 
tax prosecution of Kerr and Quiel, can be found at: 
 
PACER (the Government repository of frederal court documents) via the court docket: 
https://ecf.azd.uscourts.gov/cgi-bin/DktRpt.pl?662060 (from Query Page insert Court Type 
(criminal), case No. (11-02385), Region (Arizona) 
(anyone can register for PACER; fees are waived when only a few documents are 
downloaded in a calendar quarter)  
Trial Brief is Item #202 
 
Perhaps on RECAP (a free database of PACER documents) 
https://www.courtlistener.com/docket/54748110/united-states-v-kerr/ 
 
and on Westlaw (Paywall; available free to law students, faculty, certain researchers and in 
many domestic and overseas law libraries) 
 
and archive.org Wayback Machine using the original uniset.ca or other URL 
 
The judgment in the case, 595 F. App'x 692 (9th Cir. 2014), is on Casetext and many other 
Internet sites. 
 
A Google search shows many DoJ and public news sources for the complaint, the briefs and 
other documents, thus: jdsupra.com (“Arizona Businessmen Receive Lenient Sentences For 
Stashing Millions in Secret Swiss Accounts”) 
 
Compare DuckDuckGo.com 
 
Source code for court docket (kiel-dkt.txt) (Download it, change “txt” to “html”, open in a 
browser, and you will see the complete docket. To download documents you will need to sign 
up for a Pacer account (free, items are charged by the U.S. Government at 10¢ per page within 
certain limits) 
 
Access to the Government brief is essential to any lawyer, law librarian, researcher or student 
seeking to understand the Government’s trial strategy. 
 
Note the latest U.S. Supreme Court treatment of FBAR penalties, Bittner v. United States (Slip 
opinion at https://www.supremecourt.gov/opinions/22pdf/21-1195_h3ci.pdf)  
 
For an extensive discussion of U.S. citizenship, FATCA, FBARs and of prosecutions and civil 
litigation, see http://isaacbrocksociety.ca 
 



(Uniset is a not-for-profit voluntary association without officers, employees, income or assets that depends 
upon the efforts of volunteer scholars to provide scholarly and public documents free of charge. Originally 
developed at the United Settlement Church in the late 20th Century it has no connection today with any 
organization, U.S. or foreign nor any permanent office) 
 


